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Our Training 
Lifestyle

By Christine Casten
-Executive Director

This Frontline is a bit different. In light of all that is 
going on, and with the changes we are making to 
prepare to explore this new land, we reflect on our 
Training Lifestyle. We will share some internal 
transitions, aligning our own “how to” with how God is 
moving.

We have a simple choice in this New Era of Kingdom: 
Will we explore and step into what God asks for this 
time, upgrading our “how to” and tapping into the 
creativity of God? Or will we seek to implement an 
older model of Church (or of TWC) and repackage it? I 
think you already know the answer to this one!

We’ve seen great transition and change in our world. 
Fear is rampant. Insecurity is rising and division is 
strong. Yet, we have said all along, even in the Highway 
1 Blueprint in the fall, and our TWC Now and Beyond 
Blueprint: God is calling us (all the Church) into unity. 
He is calling us into a global mindset of connection, 
growth and taking ground, together, as a united force, 
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stronger because of connections and 
celebration of our own identities, anointing 
and diversity in Him.

The key? This only comes in intimate 
connection with God and heart connections 
through Him. When we see the state of the 
world and what is being released, we find the 
opposite of God’s plan…why would we think 
the enemy would willingly partner with what 
God is doing? Yet, he always points to God’s 
opposite and it’s easy to see what God has on 
hand for us.

We have an opportunity 
-- maybe it would be better to say, we 

have an invitation –
from God to think differently.

TWC has a value of being a prophetic culture. 
Much of that value is lived out because we 
passionately pursue the heart of God. This 
passion opens our hearts to being a healthy 
and joyful prophetic Warrior-EPIC Nation. 

As a prophetically inspired community, we 
learn to hear and steward what God is doing. 
This cultural value means we train in 
sensitivity to Him and with each other. This 
means we continue to mature. God asks that 
we are willing to let our “how to” be 
upgraded and refined. 

Our training lifestyle includes maturing in the 
prophetic. We choose to do what we see our 
Father doing and say what we hear our 
Father say, just as Jesus modeled. We are 
inspired to seek the prophetic promises of 
God, knowing our lives are meant to live in 
intimate partnership with Him in the fullness 
of those promises. 

The TWC culture we live in reflects our 
Training Lifestyle. And, yes, it is very different 
from the world. Our development and 
connections are always being strengthened 
and refined. TWC is not a building or an 

organization. It is not about color, race, 
nationality or denomination. TWC is a living, 
breathing, Kingdom organism acting as a 
bridge from heaven to earth. 

We have a commission to live from intimacy 
in God and heart connections through Him. 
That is the lens we wear. That is the 
perspective we adopt. Our perspectives 
define our relationships. Perspectives can 
open or close doors to truly seeing the heart 
of another. Let’s choose to see with God’s 
perspectives so those doors will fly open.

We allow time for the process of our growth 
in the prophetic, practicing “hearing” God’s 
heart, loving the learning and knowing the 
process of our growth enriches us beyond our 
wildest imagination. We do this as individuals. 
We also do this as a Warrior-EPIC nation. 

We have committed to take what each of you 
share, pulling together all the dots, to better 
see God’s plan (not any one person’s idea). 
This collective wisdom forms the strategy we 
have for now and future. Our passion for Him 
is needed in this world. Our perspectives of 
heart connections through Him are what 
people long to see lived out. 

All of this passion and preparation makes us 
ready for when God says,

“The time is now!”

As we come to the end of our current training 
year, enjoy ebb and then come back in July 
ready for our new Training Year. 

We are putting some of the final tweaks in 
place for what is coming: New Website Forum 
(our own TWC Facebook), Forum Calendar, 
and our new Operations Manager, Mary, 
highlighted in our Member Spotlight section. 
Read through this Frontline to find out more 
about the things and people God is putting in 
place. 



to return to alignment with Him when circumstances draw us out of that place of rest. 

We embrace the opportunities that our TWC training provides. We find it encourages 
intimacy in personal encounter as we make space in our training for God to move. 

The relational insights and discussions we have together are an amazing treasure. They 
pour spiritual fuel on flames of our authentic identities and reframe our negative, old man 
mindsets. God moves through the revelation someone shares to increase our hunger for 
Him. We celebrate the revelation and upgrade another Warrior experienced. Their upgrade 
prompts us to be open and seek our own upgrades as we press into relationship in Him. 

This Warrior lifestyle is not passive existence.  We accept God’s commission to enter into 
vibrant living, based in our own desires to foster space for personal encounter with Father’s 
heart, Jesus and Holy Spirit. We count each opportunity for personal connection with our 
God as a way to explore and expand a radiant relationship with God. 
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VALUE: DEVELOP A PROPHETIC PEOPLE WITH IMPACT, WHO ARE INTUITIVE, JOYFUL, 
HEALTHY AND STRONG
Principle: Develop healthy prophetic people who think supernaturally, displacing obstacles 
with majesty, fully persuaded that good overcomes evil.

Action Plan:
Our training is based on the New Testament prophetic that Jesus embodied.
Our focus is on the nature of God and value for the Fruit of the Spirit, as equally as the Gifts.
We are inspired to seek the prophetic promises of God, knowing our lives are meant to live 
in the fullness of those promises.
We allow time for the process of our growth, loving the learning and knowing the process 
makes us rich.
We have the courage to take the time to heal before moving to higher altitudes of our 
training, knowing wounds do not heal as easily in those places. When God brings up an area 
of wounding, we immediately take a warrior stance to bravely face it and give it over to God.

VALUE: DEVELOP THE MATURITY OF THE NEW WAY OF LIFE IN CHRIST
Principle: Focus on who we are as a New Creation in a New Testament Kingdom.

Action Plan:
The New Testament and the development of our righteousness is our focus
We speak and train to who people are and are becoming.

Worship Ebb

June 21 
to

July 5



Sharon Rudolph
Director of Member Development

Isn’t it just like God to have a design that is 
way better than the world’s, even if that 
world calls it upside down!  He is so creative 
and purposeful with His relationship with us.  
Jesus carried that design into Israel when He 
modeled Kingdom life for us with His 
disciples.  We, as believers, are called to be 
mature, to grow up in Christ. Jesus gave us 
an explanation to embrace: being as a little 
child to be grown-up?  

Jesus tells Nicodemus that he must be born 
again, then He tells His disciples they are to 
become like children.  At first glance, from 
the world’s perspective, this all appears quite 
foolish, but God knew what He was doing.  
Both require humility.  So, let’s take a look at 
humility, Kingdom humility.  

Merriam-Webster says that humility is 
freedom from pride or arrogance: “the 
quality or state of being humble.”  Humble is 
“reflecting, expressing, or offered in a spirit 
of deference or submission.”  The world 
knows submission is part of humility, but 
submission to what?  True humility involves 
laying down whatever we think or believe in 
deference to what Father God says and 
believes.  Being the beloved of God is 
humility.  Owning the identity God designed 
is humility.  

With this kind of humility comes childlike 
wonder and loving the learning.  TWC 
training is designed to open space for your 
surrender and submission to God.  We are 
not expected to know what we don’t know. 
Like children we have the freedom to ask 
and your training is there to support your 
ask.  As Believers, we know the One Who 
created the design, makes the promises and 

provides the provision. Having a Good Father 
makes all the difference. (Gal. 4/Rom. 8) He 
brings the outcome and we grow in trust: 
child-like trust.

As each warrior trains, we go from “did he 
really mean that for me?” to “Thank You 
Papa for sharing Your heart with me.”  We 
may start by asking, “Is that really who You 
say I am?” and move to “How delightful it is 
to be free to be who You made me to be!”  

Maturity comes when we move from 
concern for our own growth, life, or 
circumstances to focusing on God’s heart, His 
focus and delight. We exchange world views 
for God’s view, especially of who He created 
us to be. Healthy, strong, intuitive, and joyful 
Warriors submit their thinking to God’s, 
laying down their own thinking to follow 
Jesus’ example, the Word of God and Holy 
Spirit’s direction.

What upgrades would you like to see in your 
sonship with Father God?   What promise is 
Papa upgrading for you right now to help 
promote your growth in maturity?  How has 
surrender played into the development of 
your identity in Jesus?  How might you 
partner with God for an upgrade in courage 
to tackle facing and wounds getting in the 
way of your climb?  Who are you becoming 
that requires supernatural thinking?  How is 
God overcoming obstacles to that life with 
His good?

https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/humility
https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/humble
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Maturity in God’s 
Kingdom

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/humble
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/deference
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/humility
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/humble
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God has a beauty plan for you. His plan starts and ends in the secret place of His 
heart, that place He has carved out just for you and Him. 

Psalm 139:13 TPT:
You formed my innermost being, shaping my delicate inside and my intricate 
outside, and wove them all together in my mother’s womb.

His plan is wholeness; that you as an integrated being can know who you are, 
where you belong, and how to have meaningful, healthy connections with 
others. Wholeness is what you have been chosen and created for. Your spirit 
and soul knew it even before you knew Him! 

In life, fragmentation occurs through the choices we or others make. 
Fragmentation brings with losses; loss of meaning, self-worth, contentment, loss 
of connection with our Creator. Fragmentation can also be called low self-
esteem, shame, fear, loneliness, immaturity, performance, self-hatred, broken 
relationships, and many other names. 

Here is a Truth: You can choose to live in His gorgeous beauty plan for you; 
just as God reveals it to you, piece by piece. You are already whole, no matter 
what has occurred in your life. God made you whole, pure, righteous and 
blameless. He sees you just as He sees Jesus. You have been chosen to be His 
three-dimensional living representation upon the earth. 

“And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are being 
transformed into His likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the 
Lord, who is the Spirit.” (2 Cor 3:18). 

One of our Warrior Declarations is “Warriors are fascinated by God’s majesty, 
sovereignty and beauty.” We truly become what we behold, our increasing 
intimacy with Him making us whole in every way. We become who HE says we 
are. Now isn’t that a beautiful plan?! 

What part of you is God highlighting for wholeness right now? 

How will you partner with the Holy Spirit to receive the Divine exchange of your 
fragmentation for His wholeness? 

How has God made you more beautiful in the last year? 

What aspect of His beauty do you radiate in the world?

Your Beauty Call
by Linda Smallbones

…

Pure

…

Blameless

…

Whole

…



TWC Training

Worship Ebb and Upgrades in Training
This training year is ending on June 20th.  
What that means is that from June 21st

through July 5th we will have a Worship 
Ebb to make space for you to spend time 
with family and to focus on your Intimacy 
with God and all He has done in your life 
the past 12 months.  There is more specific 
information on the website under “How 
We Train”/”Worship Ebb”.  The Coaches’ 
and Specialty Training Gmail accounts will 
go on hiatus; emails received in them will 
be responded to after the Worship Ebb. 
Facebook will go quiet for those 2 weeks 
between training years, so there will be no 
postings.  You certainly have the freedom 
to contact your TWC friends and buddies 
through your personal Facebook or email.

If you are still in a Level 1 training your 
coaches are here to help you transition to 
the Foundations Stages 1-6.  If you have 
any questions about this, please email 
them at twclass.member@gmail.com
before June 21st.  

Once we get back from Ebb, the coaches 
Gmail will have been updated to reflect 
our name change. The new Gmail is 
twc.warriorepic@gmail.com.  We will 
forward the old email to the new one, but 
please make this change so you will be 
ready. 

(You will receive an email about this on 
July 5th so you won’t forget.  Any trainings 
received in the last week before Ebb (June 
14-20) will not receive a coaches’ 
response until after those first 2 weeks 
back. )

In light of all the moving forward going on, 
new Advanced Training Modules have 
been made available.  These were written 
and orchestrated by Angie Taylor.  They 
focus on the Armor of God linking the 
armor with our TWC Key Territories.  
(Information on the Key Territories can be 
found under the Intercession tab on the 
website.)  If you enjoyed her breakout 
session during “Training Days: No 
Boundaries” you will love these ATMs.  
ATMs may be requested from Member 
Services 
(twc.memberservices@gmail.com) after 
completion of Level 1 or Foundations 
Stages 1-6.   If you are in an ATM, you still 
have permission granted to step into a 
Specialty Training like Intel Development 
Training that comes up in September.  Just 
set that ATM aside during the Specialty 
Training, then pick the it back up once the 
Specialty Training is completed.  

Training Call information can be found in 
several places right now:  on the website 
under Access/Connections, through 
Facebook under Events, or through the 
Thursday emails sent from Member 
services.  If you cannot find this 
information, don’t hesitate to email the 
coaches, or post the question on 
Facebook.  This will change in July when 
the new TWC Chat Forum is released. (see 
Website article)
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On the Website……..

Chat Forum and & Event Calendar

Coming in July!

A HUGE upgrade for TWC: 
A chat forum and event calendar on the TWC website!

The new forum will open in July. It has some similarities to what you know about Facebook, but also has 
many other features…that means you will need to “get your warrior on” and step into a bit of a learning 
curve.

In the Beta Test we just completed, we know you will have some adjustments from how Facebook looks 
and feels. At the same time, there are things that will look and feel similar. We also feel you will have 
some great additional features to help you in connecting to upcoming training calls and specialty 
training. 

And yes, you can still post links to worship songs from YouTube and add gifs, emojis, etc. to your post!  
You can also friend and message other warriors. 

Once the new website updates are released, we will have a calendar on the website with calls and 
events.  The calendar will be posted on the TWC Forum and you will have ways for those things to show 
up on your personal profile, too. All call, connection, and training information will be under your 
account log-in on the TWC website.

More specific information will be sent out after the Ebb. We will have training videos on your profile 
page in the forum, too. 

For now, know that on July 6th you will be able to connect on Facebook, but shortly after we all get to 
learn something new, set up our Forum profiles and establish our settings for the TWC Forum.  
Facebook will be phased out and all our TWC connection conversations, training call information, etc., 
that would have been posted on Facebook will be on the TWC Forum through your website login. Your 
coaches will be here through the Coaches’ gmail to help you navigate this new adventure.  

Note: We will still have our public pages in 
social media (“The Warrior Commission TWC” 
on Facebook and @TWC_Commission on 
Instagram), but we will move all of our 
member conversations, along with training call 
events into our website. 

We are posting almost daily on these (public) 
social media pages. It’s a great place to be 
encouraged, share these encouragements with 
others and connect to some of the 
words/voices we are shouting out in the 
atmosphere in this time. 



Who are you 
becoming that 
requires supernatural 
thinking?  
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Look for these questions on Facebook. They come from our Frontline articles and 
are here to generate more conversation with our TWC Tribe. As you read Frontline, 

look at these questions and get ready to answer them over the next few weeks! 

What promise is Papa 
upgrading for you 
right now for your 
growth in maturity?  

What aspect of 
His beauty do 
you radiate in 
the world?

What upgrades 
would you like to see 
in your sonship with 
Father God? 

How is God 
overcoming 
obstacles to that 
life with His good?

How has 
surrender played 
into the 
development of 
your identity in 
Jesus? 

How has 
God made 
you more 
beautiful in 
the last 
year? 
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Member Spotlight

Mary Reese

About me
I grew up in Arvada, Colorado and due to my husband’s work, we have lived all 
throughout Colorado, a few years in Omaha, NE, and finally made our way to the Dallas, 
Texas area almost four years ago.  Since we were both working from home, we decided 
to follow our daughter, her husband, and our first grandson to McKinney, TX.  We have 
come to love the area and our life here.  Since our arrival, our second daughter moved 
here after her departure from the Navy.  She has since married and now we have a 
second grandson.  Both families live close by, so we have a lot of fun with them. My 
husband and I just celebrated our 39th anniversary.  

What part of God’s Nature are you discovering?
My journey these past few years has God revealing, and me seeing, the vastness of 
HIM, His creation, and who HE is.  It seems the more I learn about God the more I 
realize how big He is!  The detail of His creation astonishes my mind and persuades me 
to learn more…about everything.  My studies have ranged from the intricacies of 
heaven – what is heaven like? – to the details of the smallest of creation’s building 
blocks – quarks.  I’m sure there is something even smaller – we have yet to discover 
them. God is into the details, as these subjects tell, and it has helped me to trust Him so 
much more – If He can create with the level of detail and thought that we see in the 
vast beauty and grandeur of space, I’m quite sure He can figure out a good solution to 
my fairly simple concerns. 

In what ways are your thoughts and language being upgraded in TWC?
TWC has helped me to put down the negative, both in my thoughts and language, 
which ultimately has a direct impact on my actions.   Where before I looked at the 
“problem”, now I can see beyond the “challenge” to the possibilities.  I don’t find 
myself feeling overwhelmed by life as much now – when I am not focusing on the 
problem it is easier to see what else is happening around me and I don’t get bogged 
down with what is wrong, rather I can see what is going right, and what I still need to 
tweak.  It turns out to be the same situation, but one way of looking at it creates 
feelings of hopelessness, while the other way is empowering.
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I AM AND AM BECOMING…
…I am Strong
…I am Loved
…I am Courageous
…I am Capable
…I am becoming the woman God had in mind 
the day He created me.

How are you growing in Becoming the 
Beloved….
I now believe that I am God’s beloved – HE 
truly does love me.  It took most of my life for 
that to go from “yes, God loves everyone –
even me” to “Abba adores me – I am His 
delight – and He is mine!”  There is great power 
in understanding that to the very depths of my 
soul.  

Since joining TWC, what has become your 
favorite INSTEAD
My favorite INSTEAD is God’s answer to my 
concern for my family’s spiritual journey.  
INSTEAD of focusing on what it looks like now, I 
can focus on God’s promise to me: “I have your 
family in MY hands – they are not forgotten –
they are MY priority!” 

What excites you about stepping into the 
Operations Manager role in TWC?
I am very excited about stepping into the 
Operations Manager role because I feel that this 
is the job I have been training for all my life.  I 
love serving others through my organization and 
administrative skills and can’t think of a better 
way to serve God than by helping His people get 
to know Him and who they are in Him.  TWC is 
an incredible organization where the children of 
God can become all He had in mind the day He 
created them, and I get to help make that 
possible!  That is heaven on earth for me!

We are so blessed to 
have you.

Welcome aboard, 
Mary!



• A fun, passionate 
community of Warriors living 
in God’s “yes and amen”  as He 
transforms us into His image!

• Focus on God as our First Love 
creates freedom, joy and 
excitement

• A culture invitation – you pace 
yourself, determine how much 
time you can give and your 
level of engagement. 

• A culture of encouragement, 
growth, connection, safety, 
refreshing and launch.

• Training Modules – unique to 
TWC. Most are self-paced!

• Team Coaching to support you 
in your training.

• Personal Feedback for each 
completed training

• Dynamic Group Calls – yes, you 
have a voice on these calls, 

too! 

• Training Videos 

• Specialized Training 

• Intercession
• Prophetic
• Leadership 

Development 
• Real life application of 

Kingdom perspectives 
in your life – not just 
theory.

• Intercession Projects 
(Blueprints) – Invitation to 
contribute 1-3x a year

• Access/Invites to local TWC 
gatherings

• Pray and Craft Impact Prayers: 
TWC wide and individually for 
yourself, other Warriors, 
Christian leaders and people 
groups/nations in the body of 
Christ.

• We are a tribe of Warriors, a 
Band of brothers and sisters 
becoming champion receivers 
and givers of God’s amazing 
love

• Two Publications a month with 
more training, powerful 
questions, upcoming events, 
and articles from our Warriors.

• Discounts – Warrior events, 
resources, etc.

• 8+ years of archived resources 
– training articles, blogs and 
member highlights

• We seek to live our Warrior 
Commission, deepening in 
God’s heart and gaining 
confidence in our identity in 
Him every day.

• And much, much more!
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We encourage you to enjoy this publication of The Warrior Commission Frontline. We created it with 
you in mind to support you on your journey with the Lord. You are welcome to print out a copy for 

your personal use and share it with friends or send it to them through email. 

If you refer to this publication in a group or talk, please sight the source and share a little about TWC 
so others can hear more about us. 

WHAT ARE THE PERKS YOU GET AS A WARRIOR IN 
THE WARRIOR COMMISSION? HERE’S A TASTE!

Who We Are 
God calls us to train as Warrior Ambassadors who are a Kingdom bridge to 
unconditional love and freedom in Christ. We empower a dynamic lifestyle 
with God and others. Our passion to seek God’s heart means He’s our first 
love. We believe God expands our capacity to love greatly through abiding 
rest in Him, even as seasoned Warriors. 


